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1.
This invention relates to machines for regrind
ing worn crankshafts in which a grinding wheel
is rotated in contact with the periphery of a big
ead journal or crankpin, or shaft ends or journals,

the work being moved whilst in contact with the
grinding wheel so that the whole of the periphery
of the appropriate part of the work is negotiated.
In existing machines for regrinding crankshafts
the grinding wheel, which usually is considerably
larger in diameter than the Work, is mounted
to rotate upon a fixed axis so that it is necessary
to so set up the work that the actual part, for
example crankpin being reground must be ro
tated on its own axis. Such a method of Setting
up is not only tedious and difficult but, particu
lariy when grinding a crankpin, the parts of the

crankshaft.
In the drawings:
Figure 1 is a sectional side elevation of one
form,
Figure 2 is a front elevation,
Figure 3 is a view similar to Figure 1 of the
10

Second and preferred form of the invention,
Figure 4 is a front view of the upper part of the
machine illustrated in Figure 3,
Figure 5 is a sectional view of the telescopic
Coupling member used in the machine illustrated
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in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 6 is a sectional elevation of a preferred

form of tailstock employed in the machine illus
rated in Figures 3 and 4.

shaft, on its normal axis of rotation, for example,

shaft ends and flanges, tend to bias the work,
such bias being enhanced by centrifugal force.
Also it is necessary to set up the crankshaft for
each set of coaxial crankpins and also it is not
possible to make a speedy change from One
crankpin to another.
The main object of this invention is to provide

2

2nce With the invention, both machines being
capable of grinding both main journals and
Crankpins for one centering or mounting of the

20

Figure 7 is a section on the line 7-7, Figure 6.
Figure 8 is a side view of the grinding wheel
trueing attachment.
Figure 9 is a section on the line S-9, Figure 8,
and
Figure 10 is a rear view of the attachment look
ing in the direction of the arrow in Figure 8.
Figure 11 is a side view of the feed screw for

a machine wherein it is unnecessary to set up 25
the Work for the grinding of each part.
the grinding wheel.
An important feature of the invention is that
Like reference numerals indicate like or equiv
instead of mounting the grinding Wheel axis is

fixed bearings, the bearings and consequently the
Wheel are mounted so as to be capable of SWing
ing movement towards or away from the Work,
and means are provided for coupling the wheel
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and a tailstock 4 at the other end with chuck

axle to the part being Worked in such a manner
that the work itself in the case of a crankpin

Will impart a swinging movement to the grind
ing wheel which results in the periphery of said
wheel always being maintained a fixed distance
from the crankpin axis although the endless path
generated by the points of contact of the grind
ing wheel and Work is not concentric with the

fia and rolling centre 5 mounted relatively ad
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axis of rotation of the Work. This is preferably

achieved by coupling the wheel axis to the crank
pin by a link, which link has means such as a
bifurcated yoke at its end to embrace the pin.
it is to be understood that suitable means
for making necessary adjustments, for example,

alent parts in the two modifications.
Referring to the drawings, the machine frame
is provided with a bench plate 2 similar to
that of a lathe with a headstock 3 at one end

justably on a sliding carriage 6 adapted to be
traversed on a slide 7 of the plate 2 by a rack
8 and a pinion 9 driven by a handwheel 9. A
Small horsepower, for example half horsepower
three phase electric motor f 1, with a suitable
reduction gear, drives the chuck shaft via a four
Speed belt and pulley or other suitable variable
Speed transmission device 2.
The grinding wheel is indicated by the refer

ence numeral 3, and a distinctive feature of the

45

invention is that a crankshaft can be set up
normally centred by the chuck 4a and rolling
Centre 5 so that it can be rotated about its nor
mal axis for grinding both its main journals

to close up accurately the grinding wheel periph.
elry towards the work axis will be provided.
Supported truly coaxial with the axis of rotation
The accompanying drawings illustrate two pre
ferred forms of machine constructed in accord- : of the shaft and its crankpins or journals oc
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4.

cupying their normal throw or radially spaced
positions relatively to the normal axis of the
shaft. For this purpose, instead of mounting the
grinding wheel shaft 4 in fixed bearings, such
bearings are housed in the upper ends of two
parallel side arms 5 constituting the bifurcated
upper part of a substantially vertical beam 6
pivoted between its ends by a pivot pin or coaxial
lateral lugs 7 journalled in bearers 8 fixed to the
bench plate 2.

toggle and at the other end to a handle or treadle,
Conveniently accessible to the operator.
For grinding a big end journal or crankpin,
means is provided to maintain the work at a
correct relative distance from the axis of the

grinding wheel, the beam 6 being disconnected
from the nut 23 So that it is free to Oscillate un
der the control of the work. Such means com

prises a pair of arms 36 radiating from and sup
ported loosely upon the grinding wheel shaft by
bearings and cranked downwardly as at 36a to
wards the work Substantially in continuity with
the periphery of the customary guard 37. The

The lower end of this oscillatable beam is

cranked inverted L. fashion as at 9 to accommo

date a motor, for example a three horsepower
three phase electric motor 20 secured to the
Vertical limb of such cranked part of the beam
by any suitable means such as, for example, a
steel band 2 tensioned about the motor hous
ing and anchored to such vertical limb. By this
means, the grinding wheel axis can be traversed

Substantially perpendicularly or radially rela
tively to the chuck axis, this condition occurring

free ends of these cranked extensions 36d. are

fitted with steel parallel guide bars 38 for a steel
sliding finger 33 which is adjustable translatively
selectively to said guide bars by a feed Screw 40
operated by a hand wheel 4 supported by a
bracket 42 joining the free ends of the said
20

and the axis of the grinding wheel So as to op
pose any tendency of the work to vibrate or
bounce relatively to the wheel or vice versa.
The size to which the crankpin 44 is to be ground

When the crank pins or journals of the crank
Shaft are being ground.

When the main journals of the shaft are to be

ground the position of the grinding wheel axis
is carefully selected by the operator, but when a
crankpin is being ground, the work itself im
partS Such movement to the grinding wheel as
will ensure the whole perimeter of the appro
priate crankpin being ground properly, although
the endless path generated by the points of con

is regulated by the handwheel 4f which can be
manipulated whilst the grinding is in progress
as likewise can be the handwheel 26 for adjust

ing the grinding wheel relatively to the work.
Both of these handwheels can be graduated to af
ford a rough measurement of the adjustment,
the actual measurement of the work being by

tact of the grinding wheel and the Work is not
Concentric with the axis of rotation of the
CrankShaft.

In eans of a hand gauge.
The Work, indicated in Figure 1 by broken

-

The means by which the operator controls and

cranked extensions 36a of the arms 35. The arms
36 thus form a link connection between the work

35

lines 43 as a crankpin 44 is engaged between the

guide bars 38 and the finger 39, the finger 39 hav
ing an inclined work-engaging lower edge 39a
which forms Substantially a V with the lower
parts of the guide bars 38 (as shown in Figure
1) to engage wide angle spaced points, for ex

Selects the position of the grinding wheel axis
provides for quick and fine adjustments and com
prises a feed screw 22 receiving a nut 23 adapted

to be traversed along the feed screw 22 for quick

adjustments by the rotation of a small handwheel
24 and a sleeve 25 loose upon the unthreaded end

ample 120° apart of the work, whilst the lower

extremities of the said guide bars are bevelled
of the feed screw 22 and rotated by a large hand
as at $8a, so that they can almost contact with
wheel 26 to traverse such sleeve axially through the
wheel in close proximity to the ac
a Split nut 27 supported within a bracket 28 tual grinding
grinding
Zone. The inclination of the Work
fixed to the front panel 29 of the machine frame.
engaging
edges
of the guide bars is Such as to
The sleeve 25 imparts translative movements to
form an obtuse angle with the tangent common
the feed Screw 22 through the medium of thrust
to the Work and grinding wheel, and consequently
bearings 30.
it
will be Sg. Cn by reference to Figure 1 of the
The nut 23 on the feed screw 22 is formed with
diaWings that the work is firmly engaged at
a depending lug 23a guided in a channel 3a of 50 three
By such means the work is main
a fixed inclined guide arm or ramp 3, the lug 23a. tainedpoints.
in constant effective engagement with the
carrying a roller 23b running upon the base of
grinding wheel, and the grinding wheel axis oscil
the said channel.
lates in conformity With the endless path gen
The beam 6 is readily detachably coupled to 5 5 erated
by the point of contact between wheel
this nut 23, and such connection is effected by a
and WOlk.
toggle or latch 32, pivoted at one end to the lower
A guard plate or deflector 45 is fixed to the
end of the beam f6, its free end being formed
bean. 6 just above the fulcrum of the beam to
With a depending lug 32a which is urged by a
deflect metal particles on to the plate 2 which
torsion Spring 33 into a recess 23c of the nut 23. 60 otherwise
might fall down to the motor 20.
It will be appreciated that when the lug. 32d, is
Referring now to the form of machine illus
engaged in the nut 23, translative movement im
trated in Figures 3 and 4, the essential details foll
parted to such nut will transmit angular adjust
low closely on those illustrated in Figures 1 and
ment to the beam to vary the pressure of the
2, the machine in Figures 3 and 4 having been
grinding Wheel against the work, for example for
designed with a View to simplified operation, ro
grinding a main journal of a crankshaft.
bust
and rigid construction and the production
The grinding wheel shaft 4 and the shaft of
of work with a high degree of accuracy, without
the motor 20 are connected by belts 34 passed
employing a highly skilled operator. Like refer
over pulleys 4a and 20a respectively on such
ence numerals on the same or equivalent parts
shafts so that the grinding wheel is permanently 70 in the two forms of machine have been used.
coupled to the motor 20.
From Figures 3 and 4 it will be seen that a
The latch or toggle 32 is operated by any suit
rigid control post 46 is mounted on the frame and
able remote control device for disengaging its
that the grinding wheel assembly is coupled
lug 32d. from the nut 23, for example by means of
thereto by means of a telescopic connector 47

a Bowden cable 35 connected at one end to the

75

later described in detail. This connector allows
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for the easy release of the grinding wheel assen
bly froin the control post when it is desired to
Work or a crankpin. i.he head 43 houses a feed
Screw, the movement of which is obtained by the

two hand whesels 24 and 26, the feed screw receiv
ing a rut. Which carries a bail head 43 projecting

5

from the head. The hand wheel 24 turns tie
Screw directly to cause rotation of the feed screw
resulting in fore and aft movement of the ball
head 49, which movement is transmitted to tie

ing the block 65 to drop so that the seeve S3 cain
nOW move axially with respect, to the rod.

grinding wheel assembly through the coinnecting
member 47 enabling the operator to no we the
Wheel in relation to the work when grinding rain
bearings. The hollow head houses the nea 25
by which the operator controls and selects the
position of the grinding wheel axis. When grid
ing main journals, and as shown in Figure ,
said ineans comprise the feed screw 22, the move
ment of which is obtained by the two hand wheels
24 and 26, the feed screw 22 receiving a list 23
which carries a depending guide member 23 (i.
rinoviing on a slide 3 C, which guide carries the
ball head 49 projecting through a slot through th:
head SS. The hand. Wheel 2 turns the feed Seew

22 directly to cause rotation of the said feed scre's
resulting in fore and aft movement of the bat
head 49, which movement is transmitted to the
grinding wheel assembly through the connsect".
ing insmber 27 enabling the operator to note
the wheel in relation to the Work. When grin

ing main bearings. The wheel 23 is conded hy
neaths of a worm drive, the wheel 2 of which
is seen in Figure 1, 3 ind threa, died sleet' 2 is
around a fine threaded part OJ) tha feed 33:23;
So that a fine adjustment ca: he obtained. The
actual quick and fine adjusting nechanism foll
lows conventional practice. The turning of the

wheel 26 results in axial novement of the Screw
22.

However, the hand wheel 25 may move with
respect to a suitably calihrated Scale on 8, fixed

part, around its perip) cry, so that, the operator

ca; work to fine limits with the 2nininnuin use of
a micrometer. For instance, if &fter a micronet,81
check it is necessary to reirove .004, inch froli
a main bearing, this cat be doe by the use of
the fire adjustment scale, the nic!"Oineter heing
used only for the final chack.
It will be seen that the notor 23 is carried by
the beam is below the Swinging 3.xle and Serves
to counterbalance the grinding wheel, whilst th2

grinding wheel assembly is held rigidly on the
upper part of the control pest, resilting in an
extremely rigid construction,
Figure 5 is a sectional view of the telescopic

coupling member. This comprises an inner rod
member 5 having a tooth 26
R.C. art , the
one end of the rod being colipicci to a hollow Yen
her 52 in Which the kai ea, d. 39 is received. the

trigger 57 is a link 62, the other end of which
carries a Wedge member 83, co-operating with an
inclined plane 64, the upper surface of the wedge
Carrying the Serrated faced block 65, which mates
with the rack 5 . The upper end of the finger
5a is notched so that when the trigger 57 and
stock 6 are Squeezed the said trigger fulcrums
about the notch. This retracts the link allow

25

The above arrangement provides a very ready
and rigid engage and release coupling between
the grinding wheel assembly and the control
goSt. Moreover, it allows for rapid initial ad
justment of the grinding wheel periphery with
respect to the Work when grinding rain bear
IngS.
Referring now to Figures 6 and 7, there is illus
trated in front and side section respectively a
preferred and novel form of tailstock. The tail
Stock illustrated is controlled by a single lever
which serves the dual purpose of clamping or
releasing the tailstock on the bed, and of apply.
ing load to the rolling centre when the work is
Set up. The load is of importance when grind

ing crankshafts, and the actual load is deter.
mined by the design of the tailstock and is not,
left to the skill of the operator.

ihe main casting or hollow housing 66 is shaped
to embrace at its bottom the slide 7. Pivoting
on the bar or lever 67 is the locking member 68,

Which member has a nose part 68 beneath which

engages One end of the lever 67 rockable on the

croSS bar

. The operating lever 2 is pivoted

On a croSS pin 3 and has a cam 4 thereon which
can is formed to contact with both levers 6

and 75. The operating lever 2 extends through
a slot in the housing 66. The level 5 is ad.
justable by means of the bolt and socket pivot,
arrangement 6, and the upper end of said lever
f5 engages within a slot

in the centre sleeve

8. This centre sleeve is urged forwardly ky
means of the Spring 79.
In using the tailstock, the operator raises tha
hand lever 72 and this firstly pivots the lever 5
So that the centre sleeve is moved axially against,
the spring to release the work. Further upwarfi
novement of the lever 2 releases the tailstock.

Cin its slide. Downward rovement firstly locks
the tailstock to the bed, and then releases the
spring which noves the centre sleeve forwa i.
Thus, by a simple operation, without, the 13e of

Spanners or other tools, the tailstock can ho
moved to position, and the load on the work is

always constant as deterrained by the spring 79.

It will be appreciated that with either of the
modifications it is neceS5airy for tile wheel 3:li.
face to be trued up accurately, and for the plana
of the Surface to be deg.c parallel with the axis
of the grinding wheel. 3ich a wheel trueing de
vice is indicated generally in Figure 3 by the ref.

red 53 telescopes in the sleeve SS and is preventad
from rotation by the screw it, within the Silji.e
erence nuneral ) and its eSSential constructional
55 in the rod 38. The sleeve 53 has a pair of
features are shown in Figures 8, 9 and 10. The
flanges one of which 58 is shown in the dra Wr
consists of a diamond 83 mounted in a
ing, and betwean these flanges two finger trig device
carrier
8 which carriet can be moved axially
6
5
gers 57, 58 are mounted, the fingers of wirich by the knurled
nut 82. Turning with the nut, is
(Sc. and 53c respectively) project into hous
a notched bush 23, 2d 3, Spring preSSec punger
ings within the sleeve end. The fingers 3ire
84 contacts therewith. The arrangement is Sucin.
urged apart by the coil 3pring 33.
that for each movement of the plunger firgi cine
Secured to thic griding wheel guard is a prin
notch to the next, the diamond is advanced or
jecting ball head 62, and the grinding wheel as
retarded a fixed part e. g. O.001 part of an inch.
sembly is released if: the control Ost inerely
The
assembly is shaped to be mountad in the
by squeezing the trigger É8 and stock 8, there."
dovetail slideway 23, and is coupled to a nut,
by releasing the ball. The other trigger 57 allows
in ember 36, which is threaded on the screw rod
for a coarse adjustinent of the position of the
grinding wheel on its axis. Pivoted to the Said 5 87, which rod is turned by the had wheel 8.

2,475,401.
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When it is necessary to true up the grinding
3.
A
machine
for
grinding
and regrinding
Wheel, the hand wheel 88 is rotated to bring the
Crankshafts comprising a machine frame and
diamond carrier and assembly to the limit in
bed, means to support the work for rotation
One direction and the knurled nut moved so
about
its normal axis of rotation, a grinding wheel
that the diamond is advanced one step. Then 5 mounted
on a beam above the machine bed, said
With the grinding wheel rotating, the hand wheel
beam being mounted to swing towards or away
88 is turned so that the diamond slowly traverses
from the Work, a rigid control post upstanding
the grinding Surface.
from
the machine bed and adjacent the grinding
It will be understood that the initial setting
Wheel
assembly, with means to couple the said
up of the wheel trueing device must be under O aSSembly
to, or release same from, the post or
taken. So that this traversing movement maintains
Support, Said coupling means comprising a tele
the diamond dead parallel With the grinding
Scoping member having means for quickly releas
Wheel axis. To achieve this, a wedge plate 89 is
ing
its one end from either the post or the grind.
Inounted between the attachment and the grind
ing Wheel assembly and manually controlled
ing wheel cover, Said plate having arcuate slots
means Whereby the overall length of the said
39 therethrough, through which pass the bolts
member
can be varied to provide a, rapid means
94, which Serve to Secure the attachment to the
for Setting up initially the grinding wheel with
cover. It will be seen that by loosening off the
respect to the work Surface when grinding main
boltS $ and rotating the plate 89 slightly, and
journals,
and a manually controlled feed screw
then tightening the bolts, the linear path of 20 (device aSSociated
with the post or support and
travel with respect to the axis of the grinding
connected to the coupling means, which feed
Weel can be altered. This adjustinent is in
Screw Serves to effect the adjustment of the posi
tended for initial setting, as when the path has
tion
of the grinding wheel axis.
been accurately adjusted, with normal use no
4. In a machine for grinding and regrinding
further setting will be necessary.
25 crankshafts, the combination comprising a frame,
instead of using a variable Speed transmission
means carried by said frame to support the work
device enploying a, oelt and pulley arrangement
for rotation about its normal axis both for grind
as shown in Figure 2, a device of known form hav
ing main journals concentric with Said axis and
iing a hand control lever 2d moving through an
for crank journals having their normal throw
arc as shown in Figure 4 may be used, the Speed
whilst
being ground, a grinding wheel, means for
being infinitely variable between maximum and
mounting Said wheel SWingably carried by Said
iniihintin Speeds.
frame, means for driving said wheel and urging
If cairn:
said
wheel mounting means to Vertical position,
1. A machine for grinding and regrinding
and means adjustable along a fixed axis and Con
crankshaftS comprising a machine fraine and
nectible to said wheel mounting means for hold
bed, means to Support the Work for rotation about
ing same in a predetermined position.
its normal axis of rotation, a grinding wheel
5. In a machine for grinding and legrinding
mounted on a beam above the nachine bed, Said
crankshafts, the combination comprising a frame,
bean being mounted to Swing towards or a Way
means carried by said frame to support the Work
from the Work, adjustable and detachable cou
for
rotation about its normal axis both for grind
pling lineans for connecting the beam to a fixed
ing
main journals concentric with Said axis and
part of the machine, said coupling means con
for crank journals having their normal throw
necting the grinding wheel beam to a nut, a
whilst being ground, a grinding Wheel, means
manually controlled rotatable feed screw to trav
for mounting said wheel swingably carried by
erse said nut, supporting means for Said feed
said frame, means for driving Said Wheel and
screw to allow axial movement of Said ScreW, and
urging said wheel mounting means to Vertical
a second feed screw device to move Said nut
position, means mounted for limited rotation on
traversing feed screw axially and Crankpin en
the shaft of said wheel for holding a crank
gaging means carried by the SWinging beam,
journal
adjacent said wheel, and adjustable
which crankpin engaging means are adjustable
means connectible to said wheel mounting means
to different diameters and throWS of Crankpins
for holding same in a predetermined position.
and serve to maintain the Work pressed against
6. In a machine for grinding and regrinding
the grinding wheel for complete rotation of the
crankshafts, the combination comprising a frame,
crankshaft.
means carried by said frame to support the Work
2. A machine for grinding and regrinding
for
rotation about its normal axis both for grind
crankshafts comprising a machine frame and
ing
main journals concentric with said axis and
bed, means to support the work for rotation about
for crank journals having their normal throw
its normal axis of rotation, a grinding wheel
whilst being ground, a grinding wheel, means for
inounted on a beam above the machine bed, Said
mounting said wheel swingably carried by Said
bearin being mounted to Swing towards Or away 60 frame,
means for driving said Wheel and urging
from the work, a rigid control post upStanding
said
wheel
mounting means to vertical position,
from the machine bed and adjacent the grinding
means mounted for limited rotation on the shaft
wheel assembly, with means to couple the Said of said wheel for holding crank journals of dif
assembly to, or release Same fron, the post of
ferent diameters adjacent said wheel, and ad
support, and a manually controlled feed screw 65 justable
means connectible to said wheel mount
device associated with the post or Support and
ing means for holding Same in a predetermined
connected to the coupling imeans, which feed
position.
Screw serves to effect the adjustment of the posi
7. In a machine for grinding and regrinding
tion of the grinding wheel axis and crankpin
crankshafts,
combination comprising a
engaging means carried by the SWinging bean, 70 frane, in eans the
carried by said frame to Support
which crankpin engaging means are adjustable to
the work for rotation about its normal axis both
different diameters and throws of crankpins and
for
grinding main journals concentric with said
serve to maintain the work pressed against tile
aixs
for crank journals having their normal
grinding wheel for complete rotation of the throwandwhilst
being ground, a grinding wheel,
crankshaft,
means for mounting said wheel swingably carried
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crankshafts, the combination comprising a frame,
means carried by said frame to support the work
for rotation about its normal axis both for grind
ing main journals concentric with said axis and
for crank journals having their normal throw
Whilst being ground, a grinding wheel, means for

by said frame, means for driving said wheel and
urging said wheel mounting means to vertical
position, means mounted for limited rotation on

the shaft of said wheel for holding crank journals
crank journal holding means including guidingly
related adjustable jaws engaging a crank journal,
of different diameters adjacent said wheel, said

mounting said wheel swingably carried by said

frame, means for driving said wheel and urging
and adjustable means connectible to said wheel
said wheel mounting means to vertical position,
mounting means for holding same in a predeter
O means adjustable along a fixed axis and connecti
mined position,
ble to Said wheel mounting means for holding
8. In a machine for grinding and regrinding
same in a predetermined position, and means for
crankshafts, the combination comprising a frame,
means carried by said frame to support the work connecting Said wheel mounting means to said
adjustable holding means.
for rotation about its normal axis both for grind

ing main journals concentric with said axis and
for crank journals having their normal throw
whilst being ground, a grinding wheel, means for
mounting said wheel swingably carried by said
frame, means for driving said Wheel and urging
said wheel mounting means to vertical position,

means mounted for limited rotation on the shaft

VICTOR JOHN PRINCE.
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